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cuits. To top it all off, the project aimed at improved
serviceabilityand reliability.
So the 86204 (Fig. 1) might be an economicalhighperformance sweeper for both the single and multifrequencyband user, a new systemwas evolved.First,
all the commonnon-rf circuits were separatedfrom the
actual signal generatingcomponents.This resultedin a
mainframewhich, in the simplestterms, existsto supply
the rf oscillatorswith dc power and a sweeptuning voltage.All other mainframefeaturesmay be consideredas
embellishmentson this simple theme. This does not
impute a subordinaterole to the mainframe(Fig. 2);
many of the important specificationsare determined

PnBsnNr DAy MIcRowAvEswEEPEnsusually consistof
a mainframe and an rf plug-in. Containedin the mainframe are such circuits as power supply, sweepcircuit
and control functions.The plug-in containsthe rf components.In the past this normally included a backward
wave oscillator tube, a modulator for leveling and amplitude modulation,and in somecasesa directionaldetector for internal leveling. This arrangementis economical and flexible, since a new mainframe need not be
purchasedeach time a new frequencyband is needed.
Further to increasethe utility of the mainframe and
plug-in arrangements,rf unit headholdershold several
rf plug-ins, all controlled by one plug-in mainframe'
Although they provide a wide frequency range, these
mainframesand rf head holder arrangementsare large,
heavy, and somewhatinconvenientto use. With this in
mind, the objectivesof the HP designgroup which undertook a new solid-statemicrowavesweeperincludedbuilding an instrument that would feature easily-expanded
multiband coveragewithout separateheadholders,while
remainingeasyto use.
Convenientmultiband coverageis important because
more and more engineersfind their work involves a
broad frequencyrange.Sincesweepersfind use not only
in the laboratory, but on the production line and in
maintenanceas well, it was important to provide an
operatingformat that would suit many needs.For maintenanceuses it was important that a new sweeperbe
housedin a small and easily transportedcabinet.Often
it is necessaryfor the technicianto carry the instrument
into such difficult-to-reach locations as the top of a
microwave tower, or through a submarine hatch. To
achievelonger life and lesspower consumption,another
objectivefor the 8620A wasthe useof a/l solid-statecir-
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Fig. 1. So/ld-state design and
micrccircuitty make possible
multi-octave swept microwave
signal generction with a single
maintrame only Sr/a inches
hlgh.

Fig,2. Block diagram of mainlrame.

here, and the embellishments are expanded capabilities
today's needs demand. For example, logic circuits commanded by local or remote contact closures determine
the operating band and the sweep function. The band
information is used in the rf drawer to activate the
appropriate module, while the sweep function information is used in the mainframe to select the proper frequency control circuits to set START and STOP limits
for the tuning voltage.
A sweep control oscillator in the mainframe generates
two signals: 1) the basic sweep ramp, which is modified
by the frequency control circuits so as to become a 0 to
f 10 sweep-tuning voltage with end points individually
adjustable between 0 and f 10 volts, and 2) a timing
signal to drive the blanking and pen-lift circuits. Marker
circuits generate both a positive and a negative pulse as
the frequency-tuning voltage crosses a reference voltage
front panel control.
determined by the SW/MARKER
The positive pulse can be used to amplitude-modulate
the rf output; the negative pulse is summed with the
display blanking signal to intensity-modulate a display
unit. There is also in the mainframe a 1-kHz square-wave
oscillator to be used as an internal source for rf amplitude modulation. A rear panel switch on the mainframe
selects internal or external modulation' There are four
regulated power supplies, each with crowbar overvoltage
protection. Circuits are optional to make up to 1000 discrete frequencies remotely programmable'
The rf components making up the signal-generating
portion of the sweeper were arranged so that a singleband instrument could, 1) easily be made multi-band;
2) contain internal multiplexing of the output; 3) provide
for options such as internal leveling, internal attenuation
(above and beyond that provided by the level control),
and deliver power output at the rear of the instrument.
These requirements were met by employing a drawer,
which in one sensecan be considered to be a removable
extension of the mainframe, into which oscillator modules are installed. The drawer is completely lrequency
independent, that is, it simply acts as a coupler between
the mainframe and the plug-in modules. The 86214
drawer also holds the automatic level control (ALC)
and attenuator control circuits.
For any given frequency range' the line-up of rf components consists of a wide-band, electrically-tunable
oscillator, a modulator for leveling and AM, and a directional detector for internal leveling. Some of these components have a broader frequency range than others,
thus offering many ways to interconnect the components
for multi-band operation. On one hand there is a desire

to use each component to its fullest, and on the other to
have simple rf switching. All this considered, the oscillator modules were designed to contain the oscillator,
modulator, and as an option a directional detector. Thus
the module became a complete rf system and offers great
flexibility with respect to frequency bands. Further, this
arrangement simplified the modulator and directional
detector design since maximum performance is required
GHz, etc.
only for an octave or less,e.g.24,4-8,8-I2
At present, oscillator modules exist for frequencies from
O.l to 4.2 GHz only. Commitment is firm, however, for
modules covering the bands from 4 to 18 GHz. The rf
output of each module is connected to a multi-position
rf switch to route the output to the front or rear panel.
Also contained in the module are the tuning current drive,
FM, and control circuits.
The use of plug-in modules allows the'custom building'
of rf sections to meet the user's own frequency coverage
requirements. Modules may be changed in minutes as
they are fastened with only four screws and one SMA rf
connector. The lid of each module functions as an extractor making it easy to remove the module from the rf
drawer.
Each fundamental oscillator module contains a voltagetuned oscillator, PIN modulator, and optional directional
detector for internal leveling. Also included is the tuning
voltage driver, FM driver, and ALC circuitry directly
related to that particular module (Fig. 3 ).
The tuning voltage driver converts the 0 to +10 volt
tuning ramp from the mainframe to the required current
to tune the oscillator. This stage also contains lead compensation to compensate for frequency offset when in the
fastest sweep mode. In the case of the 86334 2-4 GHz
module, this driver must be capable of inverting or not
inverting the tuning voltage ramp, depending upon
whether the 2-4 GHz or the heterodyned O.I-2 GHz
modules is used. When sweeping the heterodyne output
from 0. 1-2 GHz, the fundamental 2-4 GHz oscillator
must sweep from 4.2 to 2.3 GHz as it is being mixed
with a 4.3 GHz local oscillator.
The FM circuitry may be used in various modes which
are selected by a switch on the back of the rf drawer.
When the FM mode is used, input sensitivity is 20
MHz/Y. This high gain is very convenient when using
large frequency deviations. With the selector switch in
the Phase Lock mode, the gain is decreasedso as to be
compatible with the 8709 synchronizer. Since the sensitivity required by the 8709 depends upon the frequency
band used, this gain adjustment is automatically made
within each module.

Fig.3. Block diagrcm ol rt drawer.

With the selector switch in the OFF position, a latge
capacitance is switched across the main YIG coil when
in CW or slow sweep.This decreasesthe residual FM of
the output signal. The FM input may still be used in this
mode at high frequencies, as the response of the FM
tickler coil is unaffected. However, low-frequency FM
entering the main coil is severelylimited.
The ALC amplifier located in the 862IA has four
basic modes of operation: OFF, INTERNAL, EXTERNAL, and POWER METER. When used in the OFF
position, a dc voltage is applied to the PIN modulator
in the module being used. The Power Level control on
the front panel is used to vary this voltage and therefore
the attenuation of the modulator. This acts only as a
variable attenuator; no rf leveling is achieved.
The internal mode of leveling uses the optional directional detector located in the module (the detector is
standard in the 86324 heterodyne module). The internal detector is amplified by a preamplifier located in
the module. To reduce temperature drift, a temperaturecontrolled IC operational amplifier is used. The IC amplifier chip contains a temperature-sensing network and
heating circuit which keeps the amplifier chip at approximately 85oC regardless of the ambient temperature.
With this highly stable dc amplifier, and with detectors
compensated for temperature variations, as little as

0.1 dB change occurs in output power over a 50oC
change in ambient temperature.
External leveling is also available so the rf may be
leveled directly at the point of interest. The ALC loop
is capable of handling both 10 and 20 dB couplers. A
switch inside the drawer selects either positive or negative input detectors. The gain control for the loop is
located on the front panel, so loop gain may be adjusted
to a maximum, short of loop oscillation.
Power meter leveling using 10 or 20 dB directional
couplers may also be used. The leveling may be done
with HP Model 4318 or C, or 432A Power Meters.
Another switch inside the drawer selectsthe proper compensation for the power meter in use. An added bonus
with power meter leveling is that the power meter doubles as a 5-dB step attenuator. Unfortunately the slow
response of the thermistor does not allow fast sweep
rates, so power meter leveling is not convenient when
an oscilloscopetrace is desired.
A lamp located on the front panel of the rf drawer
indicates when power output of the instrument is adjusted
'ALC Off' position this
too high to be leveled. In the
lamp is lit to indicate that leveling is not being used.
One other rf component designed as an option is contained in the 86214 drawer: a wide band (dc-l8 GHz)
programmable attenuator. Thus in the rnost complicated

case the rf output of the oscillator proper must pass
through the modulator, directional detector, rf switch,
and attenuator. For the simplest case only the modulator is in the line. The microcircuitry contained in the
rf modules is describedin the second article in this issue.

heat sink. The air flow is directedinto the mainframeand
then out through the rear of the drawer, therebycooling
the oscillatormodulesalso.A brushlessdc motor is used
to drive the fan blade. Thus the fan can operatefrom a
powerline of 50 to 400 Hz.

General
The 86204 Sweep Oscillator was designed into a five
inch high modular cabinet to contain a mainframe section and an rf section drawer. The circuit components
are located on etched circuit boards which plug into a
main mother board (Fig. 4). This method of interconnection eliminates a great deal of conventional wiring. For
increased reliability the temperature rise of this instrument is kept at a minimum by the use of a fan which is
mounted, at the rear of the mainframe, on a combination integrated cast motor mount and power transistor

Front PanelControls
All controls are functionally grouped in contrasting
shadedareas.A front panel readout indicatesthe frequenciesof five difterent functions (CW, start sweep,
stop sweep,AF sweep,and CW vernier). A new pointer
drive mechanismminimizes backlash and does not
stretchwith age,two problemscommon to older stringtype drives. In this system,sprocketson the 5 control
knob shaftsdrive the 5 pointersby meansof perforated
fiberglassbelts.Band switchingis accomplishedby press-

Fag.4. Etched circuit boards all
plug into a main mother board,
reduci ng i nterconnecting wi il ng
and enhancing seriiceability.

Fig. 5. New ac power line
module prctects user and insttument. Line cord must be
disconnected betore switch
positionor luse can be changed.
Arrangement meets intetnational tequirements.

ing a bi-directionalcamlever which rotatesthe frequency
drum in the direction the lever is pressed.This brings a
new scaleinto view and simultaneouslyperforms band
switchingin the rf drawer. The frequencyscalesfor the
drum snap into place, matching the frequenciesof the
plug-in rf modules, making scale changeseasy when
changingrf modules.Lighted pushbuttonsare integrated
into the centersof appropriatefrequencycontrol knobs
to selectand indicateoperatingmodes.The mode graphics are color-codedto match the related frequencydial
pointer. Printed-circuit slide switchesare used for all
detented switching, thereby unifying switching characteristics, increasing legibility, and simplifying control
recognition.
PowerLine Module
The 86204 is one of the first instrumentsto use the
new HP ac power line module(Fig. 5). This unit replaces
the line input connector,fuse, Lls/230 volt switch,and
rfi filter, in less spacethan the separatecomponents
occupy. The unit is shockproofwhen changingfuses,as
the line cord must be disconnectedbefore it is possible
to changeswitch positionor fuse. Also the ll5/230V
switch cannotbe moved without first removingthe fuse,
reminding the user to selectthe appropriatefuse for the
line voltage in use.
The unit is approvedby the Underwriters'Laboratory,
and recently won an Award of Excellencein the 1970
WESCON Industrial Desiencontest.
ServicePhilosophy
All major elementsof the instrument were designed
around the modular plug-in concept,including the front
panel assembly.It is easilyremovedto servicethe dial as
assemblyand control components.All modules and
boards are functionally independentto make it easy to
isolate trouble to the individual defectivemodule. and
to restore service by exchangingmodules. Modular
exchangespeedsrestoration of service, and reduces
repair costs.
Programmability
The 86204 Mainframe providesfor remoteprogramming of function, band, frequency,and attenuation.The
functions and band program features are part of the
standardmainfrdme,while frequencyprogrammingcapability is a mainframe option and attenuationprogramming capability is an rf drawer option. Band, frequency
and attenuationchangescan be enabledwith either contact closuresor TTL outputs.Remotefunction selection

was designedfor contact closure operation only; however, many TTL interface schemeswill work as well.
Frequencyprogrammingis a CW operation-l2 remote
lines can selectup to 1000 discretefrequenciesacross
the band. Remote attenuationprogrammingis accomplished with 3 remote lines; rf attenuationis in 10 dB
stepswith a maximum of 70 dB.
Summary
Now that the 86204 SweeperSystemis completed,it
may be interestingto review the original objectivesto
determinehow closely they were met. The 8620 System is indeed a small, easily transported solid-state
microwave sweeper.It is easy to operate,it does have
multi-band coverage; however, there are some areas
which require continued effort. First, oscillators above
4 GHz have to be developed.There is an effort goingon
at the presenttime to push the operatingfrequencyof
transistor oscillators as high as possible. The second
effort is the developmentof bulk effectoscillators.First,
X band, then to be followed by P band (12.4 to 18.0
GHz) and finally C band. Concurrentlywith theseoscillator programs,designeffort will be going on to develop
modulators and directional detectorsto work in these
same frequency ranges.Naturally, all of these oscillators and rf componentsmust fit the samephysicalformat
as the present2-4 GHz oscillator module. Also under
developmentare power amplifiers (to be available as
options)to boost the power output of solid-stateoscillators to vacuum tube level. Theseampliflerswill also offset the loss encounteredby the signalin passingthrough
the modulators, directional detectors,rf switches,and
attenuator.E
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Microcircuitsfor the MicrowaveSweeper
By RonaldE. Pratt,RobertW. Austinand
Arlen Dethlefsen

ALL THE RF cIRcuITRy in the HP Model
Vmruerlv
8620A Microwave Sweep Generator is hybrid thin-film
microcircuitry developed and fabricated in house. The
frequenciesfrom 0.1 to 4.2 GHz are produced by two rf
modules which plug into the sweeper's rf drawer. One
of these modules (Model 8633A) has a YlG-tuned transistor oscillator that is swept from 1.8 to 4.2 GHz. The
second module (Model 8632A) heterodynes with the
first to produce a swept output from 0.1 to 2.0 GHz.
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the microcircuits used to
generatethe 0.1 to 4.2 GHz swept signal.
Microcircuits for the 8632A Helerodyne Module
The design objective for the 8632A Heterodyne Module was to provide a 0.1-to-2.0 GHz signal with a power
level in excessof f 10 dBm, with spurious and harmonic
signals more than 30 dB down from the fundamental,
internal leveling, and a minimum of space and complexity. These were the techniquesused to accomplish this:
I Heterodyning a 2.3 to 4.2 GHz YIG oscillator with
a 4.3 GHz local oscillator allowed coverage of the
0. I to 2.0 GHz band in one continuous sweep.
r The YIG oscillator signal was used as the low level
signal. This eliminated the need for switching the
position of the modulator or the use of two modulators for the two frequency bands.
I Troublesome spurious signals and local oscillator
leakage were minimized by using a local oscillator
frequency of 4.3 GHz. This choice of LO frequency
also allows the swept signal to be used below
100 MHz since the two mixing signals (4.2 and 4.3
GHz) are easily filtered out.

r

A PIN transfer switch eliminated the need for a bulky,
possibly expensivemechanicalswitch, its associatedrf
cabling and limited life.
I A resistive bridge type directional detector accomplished internal leveling with a minimum of space
and cost.
r e high-gain wideband amplifier minimized t}le spurious signal levels and provides the required output
power.
The 86324 Heterodyne Module contains two microcircuit packages, a frequency converter package and a
0.1-2 GI{z amplifier package.
0.1-2.0 GHz Frequency Converter
The frequency converter contains five separate microcircuit substrates:
1) Directional Detector/Switch
2) Filter/Coupler
3) 4.3 GHz Oscillator
4) Mixer
5) 2GHz Low PassFilter
Thin film microcircuit techniques have made it possible to house these circuits in a 2 x 2 x Vz inch package.
Directional Detector/Switch
Fig. 2 is a simplified schematic of the circuitry of the
Directional Detector,/Switch substrate and Fig. 3 shows
the circuit layout. The circuitry is contained on a 1 x
0.25 x 0.025 inch sapphire substrate. The directional
detector portion of the circuitry is contained on the left
side of the figure and the transfer switch circuitry is
contained on the right.
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Switching is accomplishedby diodes D1 through D4.
When the 1.8 to 4.2 GHz band is desired, -10 volts is
applied to resistor R8. This forward biases diodes D2
and D3 allowing the rf signal to flow from the YIG oscillator to the output of the instrument. When the 0. 1 to
2.0 GHz band is selected,diodes D1 and D4 are forward
biased through resistors R6 and R7, allowing the YIG
oscillator signal to be mixed with the 4.3 GHz local oscillator. The output of the 0.1 to 2.0 GHz amplifier passes
through diode Dl to the output of the instrument. Inductor Ll provides a dc return for diodes D3 and D4. The
dc return for diodes Dl and D2 is external to the frequency converter package.

ResistorsR1, R2 and R3 form the resistive bridge. Hot
carrier diode D5 is used as the detecting diode. Capacitor C4 and resistor R4 are frequency compensating components for hot carrier diode D5, to obtain flat response
from 0.1 to 2.0 GHz. Resistor R5 is large to minimize
unbalancing of the resistive bridge while allowing diode
D5 to be forward biased.The biasing increasesthe sensitivity of the diode. Diode D6 is identical to diode D5
to temperature-compensatethe detected output voltage.
Fig. 6 shows a typical plot of the detected output voltage response and directivity as a function of frequency.

During 0.1 to 2.0 GHz operation, isolation between
the YIG oscillator and the output of the instrument is
an important parameter to minimize leakage of the oscillator to the output of the instrument. Isolation typically
greater than 40 dB is accomplished by using 60-milsquare PIN diodes with Co lessthan .05 pF. Fig. 4 shows
the insertion loss. VSWR and isolation characteristics
between poft 1 and 2 of the switch.
The directional detector is diagrammed in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Detectot output and directivity as lunctions ot
trequency.

Fig. 4. Curves describe insertion /oss, VSWR, and isolation between ports 1 and 2 of ditectional detectot/
switch.

Fig. 5. Easic directional detectot circuit.
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Filter/Coupler
The second harmonic of the YIG oscillator can be
only 20 dB down from the fundamental. If this harmonic
were allowed to reach the mixing diode, spurious output
signals would be only 20 dB down from the desired signal. The Filter/Coupler substrate attenuates the second
harmonic of the YIG oscillator and combines the low
level signal and the 4.3 GHz local oscillator signal for
application to the mixing diode.
The 4.2 GHz low-passfilter is a 15-sectionChebyshev
design. To minimize the inductor capacitance, the ground
plane was etched away beneath the inductors.
The coupler provides 10 dB of coupling and approximately 10 dB of directivity. The directivity of the coupler
minimizes the interaction of the low level signal with the
4.3 GHz oscillator. Fig. 7 shows the filter/coupler layout
and Fig. 8(a) and 8(b) show typical electrical characteristics of the filter coupler.

Fig. 7. Layout ot filterlcoupler microcircuit.

Fig. 9. Slmp/itiedschematicdiagramof 4.3 GHzoscillator.
Analysis is easier if the circuit is transformed into an
equivalent unbalancedrf circuit, as in Fig. 10. The pushpull action is replaced here by an ideal transformer which
performs the 180o phaseshift.

Fig. 10. Equivalentcircuitof 4.3GHzoscillator.
The vector diagrams shown in Fig. 11(a) through
11(d) graphically explain why the circuit is able to oscillate. For this purpose the emitter path is broken and a
signal V, is applied to the emitter. If we make the simplifying assumption that the resonator represents50 ohms
at the resonant frequency, V, can be approximated by
Fig.8. a/ Insettion /oss between pott 1-2 and 1-3 ot
tilterlcoupler. b) Return /oss of pott 1 of filter/coupler.

4.3 GHz Oscillator
The 4.3 GHz oscillator is a push-pull design. This
allows the transistorsto be operated in the common base
configuration; it minimizes the second harmonic output
and delivers more rf output power than a singletransistor
oscillator would provide, using the same type of transistor. A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 9.

v"=v,x
'
, f''=
"'
1*S"
where S' and S21: S parameters of the transistor at
4.3 GHz. Push-pull performance transforms V, to V',.
V', seesan inductance L in serieswith the input impedance of the transistor (representedby a parallel combination of R and L equivalent to Sr,). This network
induces a Y', at the starting point of the loop which is
in phase with the originating signal V, yet is greater than
V,. Therefore oscillation is assured.
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Fig. 11. Vector diagrams describe behavior ot 4.3 GHz
oscillator.

The 4.3 GHz oscillatorlayout shown in Fig. 12 is
built on a /z-inch-square25-mil sapphiresubstrate.The
two transistorchips are actually mountedon a coupling
loop which decouplesthem from the U-shapedmicrostrip resonator. The two one-mil wires which connect
the endsof the resonatorto oppositeemittersrepresent
the feedbackinductors. The emitter dc potential is
blocked from the resonator by two 4.7-pF SiO, chip
capacitors. To prevent other unbalanced oscillation
modes, the common base pad of the two transistorsis

connectedto dc ground via resistorR3. Thus it actsonly
as ground when the devicesare working push-pull.
The resonatoris surroundedby a microstripJinewhich
couplesout the rf. Point 1 is the floating ground of the
resonatorwith zero rf voltageand maximum rf current.
Maximum power is obtainedif the short path from 1 to
2 is ),/4 X (2k + 1) and the long path from 1 to 2 via 3
is L/4 X (2k + 3) (k : l, 2, 3----, tr - wavelengthon
sapphire).This unbalancesthe symmetricalsignalsand
addsthem at point 2.
The output power obtainedis typically +10 to +13
dBm. Frequencydrifts at a rate of -500 kHzloC. This
is causedmainly by the high temperaturedrift in the
dielectric constantof the sapphire.Harmonics are typically more than 40 dB below the fundamental.
Fine tuning of the oscillator is accomplishedby varying the collectorvoltage.Changingcollectorvoltagevarcapacitancewhich in turn affects
ies the collector-to-base
the frequencyof oscillation.The -500 kHz/"C frequencyshift of the oscillator is compensatedby providing a collector voltage supply which increaseslinearly
with increasingtemperature.
Mixer
It was possibleto meetthe spuriousobjective(30 dB
down from the fundamental)with a single hot carrier
diode. This eliminatedthe needfor a more complexand
expensivebalancedmixer configuration.The mixer diode
is placedon a separate0.5 x 0.125 x 0.025 inch high
alumina substrate.Since no resistorswere required on
this substrate,high alumina material could be used in
place of sapphire.This reduced the cost of the mixer.
Placing the mixer diode on a separatesubstratealso
allows for easy replacementin caseof diode failure.
Fig. 13 showsthe layout of the mixer. Tuning stub
(l) groundsone sideof the diodewhile actingasa tuning
elementfor the mixer.
2GHz Low PassFilter
The 2 GHz low passfilter attenuatesthe higher order
mixing products and the low level and local oscillator
signals.The filter, constructedon a 50 mil sapphiresubstrate, is of elliptical designto achieveextremelysharp
cut-off characteristicssincethe filter must pass2.0 GHz,
yet highly attenuatehigher frequencysignalsstarting at
2.3 GHz. Fig. 14 showsthe filter layout and Fig. 15
showstypical filter cut-off characteristics.
The YlG-tuned transistoroscillatorl for the 86334
OscillatorModule and the widebandamplifier'for the
86334 Heterodyne Module have been describedelsewhere.

Fig. 12. Layout ol 4.3 GHz push-pull microcircuit oscillatot.
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Microcircuitsfor the 1.8-to-4.2
GHz
OscillatorModule

Fig. 13. Layout of mixer microcircuit.

Fig. 14. Layout ol 2-GHz low passtilter microcircuit.

The PIN Modulator
A new PIN diode modulator provides rf blanking,
amplitude modulation, and automatic level control. Thinfilm microcircuit construction and the use of unpackaged
diodes having small parasitic reactancesmade it possible
to produce a lumped circuit attenuator design which
works from 0.8 to 4.2 GHz. PIN diodes are used as current-controlled microwave resistors.The new circuit has
a 60 dB dynamic range with a VSWR of less than 2:l at
any attenuation, and is built on a sapphire chip 0.230"
wide by 0.460" long; it is many times smaller than conventional distributed-circuit modulators.
Fig. 16 shows that the circuit is a bisected Pi attenuator formed by diodes Dl, D2, D6, and D7 which provide 40 dB of attenuation. D3, D4 and D5 provide
attenuation from 40 to 60 dB. For small attenuation, D2
and D6 are forward biased by driving a negative currer t
into the control lead. For maximum attenuation, a positive control current is applied, thus biasing D3, D4, and
D5. Any reflected signal from the shunt diodes is attenuated twice by D2 and D6 which are essentially at zero
bias due to Dl and D7 drawing current from the plus
supply. At this point Dl and D7 are biased to have a
25 ohm rf resistancewhich together with the 25 ohm
fixed resistors give a 50 ohm input and output impedance.For the first 40 dB of attenuation,the rf resistances
of Dl, D2, D6, and D7 closely follow the optimum values for a Pi attenuator thus producing a well matched
device. The smaller RC networks in shunt with D2 and
D6 minimize the efiects of diode junction capacitance.
Before the first breadboard version of this modulator
'characterized
was built, various circuit elements were
separately,and an equivalent circuit was analyzed on a
time-shared computer. This analysis made it possible to

Fig. 15, Frequency response ot typical 2-GHz low-pass
lilter.

Fig. 16. Equivalent circuit ot PIN diode modulatorattenuator.
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adjust circuit parametersto achievethe final performance.The decisionto use three shuntdiodeswas made
when the equivalentcircuit would not produce sufficient
attenuationwith fewer diodes.The eftectof the RC networks was also predicted by the computer model. A
specialnon-linearanalysisprogramwasusedfor optimizing the valuesof the positivedc supply and the bias
resistors,to provide the best possibletransfer function
and impedancematch. Fig. 17 showssomeof the equivalent circuit elementsusedfor the computer analysis.It
is interestingto note that evena simplethin-film resistor
must be analyzedas a transmissionline to perform accuratelyin the circuit model.The valuesshownwereeither
directly measuredor verified experimentally.

of dynamic range,thus providing effectivelevelingover
the entire rangeof the power level adjustment.
1.H.2 GHzDirectionalDetector
The basicfunction of a directionaldetectoris to sense
rf energyfrom one directionwithout regardto other signals, and produce a dc voltage proportional to the rf
amplitude. The device can be broken into two sections
for analysis:a directionalcouplerplus a crystal detector.
For widebandapplications,thesetwo units may be developed separately,then combinedto give the desiredperformance.For this microcircuit unit it was necessaryto
the directionalcouplerto achievethe desired
compensate
output from the combinedcoupler/detectorunit.
The 'directional'qualitiesof the deviceare completely
a function of the coupler directivity. As can be seenin
Fig. 18, it is desiredto sensea signalat port 3 for a
wave incident at port 1, but to receiveno signalat port
4. Conversely,a signal incident on port 2 would not
transmitenergyto port 3. In actualunits,thereis a very

Fig. 18. DirectionalcouPler.
'isolated' port, and it is consmall error signal at the
venient to define the coupler directivity as 10 log$
' P " for

of PINmodulator'
circuitelements
Fig. 17. Equivatent
the same conditions. It is evident, then, that the direcattenuator.
The use of seriesand shunt diodesshowsa unique
advantagewhen the overail ALC loop is considered.If
the transfer gain of any modulator is defined as the
to providea certain
changein control currentnecessary
changein rf power,it canbe shownthat the gainof most
shunt-diode modulators varies approximately directly
with the amountof aftenuationintroduced.For example,
the current changenecessaryto vary the rf power from
-20 to -22 dB will be about 10 timeslarger than it was
goingfrom -10 to -12 dB. Reducingloop gain would
degradeALC performanceas the leveledpower output
is reducedby changingthe rf output control,thus causing morepowervariationsandpoorersourcematch.The
seriesshunt modulator avoidsthis problem by obtaining
most of its dynamic range with very low bias currents.
Typically thereis about 10 dB changeover the first 30 dB
15

tional coupler can be used to sensea forward wave while
ignoring (or almost so) the reverse wave (the wave incident on port 2 as the result of a reflective load, etc.).
The second section of a directional detector is the
crystal detector unit (diode detector). This unit sensesrf
energy and converts it to a filtered dc signal' A second
tracking diode is added for temperature compensation of
the unit. The diodes are Schottky barrier types and
require a dc bias to lower the junction resistance for rf
to dc conversion. Fig. 19 shows a schematic.
When the two sectionsare combined, it is necessaryto
adjust coupling characteristics to first compensate for an
inherent rise in dc output with increasing frequency of
the detector circuit, and secondly to compensate for cable
losses before the output signal reaches the front panel.
This gives the unit a -.75 dB frequency responsefrom
1,.8-4.2 GHz with a minimum directivity of 26 dB' The

RonaldE. Pratt

Fig. 19. Tempetature-compensatedctystal detector.

couplinghas a maximum ripple of -f .25 dB.
Inside the directional detector one finds some new
ideas for thin film integratedcircuits. Becausea directional coupler is a precision device, simple microstrip
geometricswill not meet all the electricalrequirements.
First, groundcurrentsthat are interruptedtend to launch
higher order modesinside the package,which leads to
poor directivity. Secondly,mixed dielectric media had
two large error signalsdue to mismatchedmode impedances.Again the directivity is adverselyaffected.To
solve these problems, a symmetrical structure called
'triplate' was incorporated
in a unique sandwichstructuredbox (Fig. 20) using two dielectric substrates
insteadof the usual singleunit.
It should also be mentionedthat high alumina substrate material was used rather than syntheticsapphire

Fig. 20. 'Triplate'sandwichsttucturc usedin microcircuit
directionaldetector.
because of the anisotropic properties of sapphire (the
magnitude of the dielectric constant is a function of
the direction of energy propagation in an anisotropic
medium).0
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